Drawing Lessons

"EVERYBODY CAN LEARN HOW TO DRAW "
Designed as 3 x 10 week terms, this is a starter
course for kids and adults to help them fall in love
with drawing: covering the basic foundations to the
ability to finish works with resolution and style.
Course 1: Learning to see. Establishing a sense of
simple forms and relationships, working toward the
most revered simple form of all, the human head.
Course 2: Places and spaces. Bringing it all
together to create moods, feelings and patterns of
meaning, focusing on trees, hills, clouds and
perspective drawing. Course 3: The Figure.
Developing skills to analyse and imagine objects to
a complex degree, focusing on the ultimate object,
the human figure: making good use of artistic
anatomy, the great masters and the live model.

When: Term 1: 27 April - 1 Jul. Term 2: 20 July - 23
Sept. Term 3: 12 October - 16 December
Mon 4pm-5pm Kids’ Club
Wed AM 9.30-12.30pm (adult drawing workshop)
Wed PM 6-9pm (adult drawing workshop)
Fri 4pm-5pm Kids’ Club
Where: Hunters Hill Croquet Club
Cnr Gladesville Road and Matthew St
How much: $500per term, $200 Kids’ Club
*All materials included
All Enquiries: Call Daniel 0407228742
email: daniel@danieldominguez.com.au
*Numbers are limited, so first in best dressed

Over the last 20 years as a professional sculptor, creating prominent public work across Australia and as
a leading portrait sculptor, Daniel has continually returned to drawing as the core skill behind his work.
Connected to a line of teachers going back to Manet and the famous Académie Julian of Paris, and
from 20 years experience teaching, Daniel has created a simple program that captures the best creative
techniques, bottled into a simple well ordered curriculum. This is the perfect preliminary course for
students pursuing a design-based profession, for kids looking for something constructive to play with
or for anyone to simply fall in love with creativity. For more info on the teacher see...

www.danieldominguez.com.au

